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INTRODUCTION
Andean plat,eau evolution is controlled by plate driving forces and plateau induced volume
forces increasir~gwit.11 plateau elevation. .Neot,ectonic data and the recent stress field indicate
t.hat at present both forces are of con~parablemagnitude (hiercier et al., 1992; Assumps50 and
h!. Araujo, 1993). This is support.ed by results of two-dimensional analytical (Froidevaux and
Isacks, 1984) and elastic numerical(Richardson and Cohlent.z, 1993) ~nodellingst,o calculate t.he
state of stress in the Andean plateau and adjacent areas. \\'dorvinski and Bock (1994a and b)
used a temperature dependent viscoplastic flow model to study the evolution of deformation and
topography of
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part of a larger syst,enl t.he physical idea behind this type of 11.c. is that t,lle finit.e viscosity of the
"outside world" limits the indenting velocity even when the model itself is very wea.k.
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Figure 1 a) Schematic cross section sho\ving t.he upper plate of the Central Andea.n subduction
zone (vert.ical exaggerated). b) Geomet.ry and boundary conditions of t.he numerical model. The
(inplane) relative stable forearc region is not part of the model.
In order to keep it simple t,he inplane relative stable forearc region is not pa.rt of the studied
numerical model (Fig. 1). Since t,he weakened lithosphere in t,he area. of t.he magnia.tic arc is not
capa,hle to transmit tectonic stress t>hissimplificat.ion should have no effect on the deformation in
or east of t,he magma.t.ic a,rc, where t.he largest part of crust,al short,ening is accommodated (e.g.
Schlnitz, 1994). This model also assulnes that mantle drag forces a t t.he base of the lit.hosphere
(within t.he modelled area) are negligible. The finite element (FE) code used in t.his st.udy is an
a.dopt.ed version of the code written by Shimon Wdowinski, used and described hy Wdowinski and
Bock (1994a and h).

RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows the velocity field and the effective strain rate (the second invariant of the
strain rate tensor) of the model with F. = 6 X 1012Nin-l a t two different stages of plateau
evolution (t.wo and four km elevation). Similar to t.he models of Wdowinski and Bock (1994a and
b) deformation is concentrated in a thermally weakened zone (TWZ) up to about two km plateau
elevation and migrates to the non-elevated parts of models with higher plateau elevat,ion (see also
Fig. 3a). But in contrast to t.heir models the indenting velocity strongly depends on temperature
deflection in the TWZ (not shown here) and decreases wibh increasing plateau elevat.ion (Fig. 3b)
because of the force b.c used here. The tectonic force F. necessary to drive a plateau evolution of
4 km is a t least 4.5 Ntn-l. This value which coincides with results of static rllodels (Froidvaux
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an Isacks, 1984; Richardson and Coblentz, 1994) exceeds t.lle value of t.lie ridge
force (e.g.
Bot.t, 1993). This snTjETert1s 649.6798 ]>>BDC BT/T1_2 1 T /Su3 96T1_2 1 Tf BTT25 164.4005 t <<c04205 0 0
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Figlire 2 Effective strain rate and the velocity field of the model \vi(li I,wo and four km elevation
' , : 3 cm/year
of the left hand side. The parameter for the mixed b.c. are: F0 : G X 1 0 ' ~ 1 ~ i i i -v0
(see text,). S.E: e1ement.s wit,h a high viscosity t.o achieve a no-tilt bol~~ldat.y,
not. considered t.o be
part of the lithosphere model.
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Figure 3 a) Horizontal velocity (positive to the left) at the surface of tlie model with the indicated
parameters describing the mixed b.c. . The left model boundary is fixed. TM'Z: area of a thermal
deflection, slope: area of the slope. b) The velocity (positive to the left for compression of the
model) of the right model boundary as a function of plateau elevation. ext: ext.e~lsion,comp:
compression of tlie model. F. in 1012A'in-1. c) The force F applied a t the rigllt model boundary
as a function of plateau elelration.

